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This plan recommends that Metro Public Art should  
move toward developing public art projects that build 
social capital and strong neighborhoods as well as engage 
more diverse artists and artistic practices. To accomplish 
this, the program will need new tools for selecting artists 
and structuring their involvement in projects. The tools 
presented in this chapter offer an expanded menu of 
options for Metro Public Art to consider when looking  
at potential opportunities. 

The program should develop the capacity to effectively 
deploy these tools. Some of them might require sources  
of funding other than traditional one-percent funds. Some 
might require different levels of staffing than traditional 
Percent for Art Projects do, as well as curatorial expertise 
in different types of artistic practice. As the program 
develops experience and expertise with these tools,  
it will be able to work more flexibly and develop public  
art approaches that are more responsive to the needs  
of a wider variety of artists and projects and the needs  
of Nashville’s communities.

This section presents the following tools for selecting  
and working with artists: 

• Percent for Art Project

• Public Art Residency

• Community-Based Art Studio

• Artist Involvement on a Planning Team

• Curated Public Art Exhibition
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A Percent for Art Project is a traditional, 
site-specific, permanent public art project 
sited on Metro-owned property. It is the 
foundation of Metro Public Art. Funded 
through one-percent of the Metro Capital 
Improvement Budget, it is a permanent 
artwork, often commissioned in conjunction 
with a major capital project to enhance  
that project. 

Percent for Art Project Outputs
A Percent for Art Project can take many forms, 
from a discrete sculptural object to a functional 
element, from an aspect of the design of a building 
or public space to the design of entire elements  
of public infrastructure. The artist output is 
guided by the goals for the project, the scope of 
work of the artist, the project budget, and other 
constraints put upon the project by its siting, 
design, or use.

Making it Work
All Percent for Art Projects must be located on  
a Metro-owned site and typically involve another 
Metro agency as a key partner that is both the  
host of the site and the primary beneficiary of  
the artwork. A strong relationship with the agency 
partner is crucial to setting mutually agreeable 
goals for the project, providing insight into  
how the site is used and the future audience for 
the work, ensuring smooth incorporation of the 
artwork into the site, and facilitating Metro Public 
Art’s stewardship of the work. 

Most Percent for Art Projects are commissioned 
in conjunction with a capital construction project. 
This helps to ensure that the artwork is conceived 
of as part of the overall design of the public space 
and can be fully integrated into the construction 
of the site. The artist typically benefits from access 
to the capital project’s lead designers, who can 
help the artist to understand the overall aesthetics 

PERCENT FOR ART PROJECT

How does a Percent for Art Project 
support the Metro Public Art vision?

• Stronger Public Art Ecosystem: Projects are  
open to submissions from local artists, with 
some projects oriented specifically to local 
artists. Local fabricators and installers are 
often employed in project implementation. 
Established artists who are commissioned  
to create work in Nashville can mentor local, 
emerging artists.

• Vibrant, Creative Places: Projects can 
contribute to creating successful neighborhood 
gathering places and building neighborhood 
identity and pride.

• Vital Public Realm: Projects can impact  
the design of elements of the public realm, 
including parks, trails, streetscapes and other 
infrastructure systems.

When is it the right tool?

When Metro Public Art and its partners  
have an interest in:

• Permanent public art projects that are 
integrated into larger Metro capital 
construction projects. 

How is it funded?

• One-percent funds 
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Case Study
Thread 28th Avenue Connector Bridge 
and Needle Transit Shelter, Nashville, 
Tennessee

These linked projects by David Dahlquist, 
commissioned by the Metro Arts Public Art 
Program, were installed in the fall of 2012. 
Using sewing, threads and knot-tying as  
a metaphor, Thread and Needle speak to  
the underlying purpose of the bridge and  
the project as a whole. Intended to connect 
two formerly separated neighborhoods and 
cultural areas, the bridge and artwork bring 
the community together in a myriad of ways. 

The bridge is composed of 150 steel panels 
featuring different sewing motifs, making a 
quilt-like pattern. The steel plate quilt patterns 
were inspired by and developed through a 
series of community workshops held in 2011. 
The transit shelter features a large scale sewing 
needle and images of knots and threads 
echoing the themes and symbols depicted  
in the bridge artwork. The projects were part 
of a new complete streets corridor.

and intent of the public space and ensure  
that any special requirements for the artwork  
can be incorporated into the site design. In  
ideal circumstances, this work between the  
artist and the design team can be collaborative, 
strengthening the impact of the art and the  
power of the overall public space design. The 
design team should always be made aware  
of the public art component before they begin 
work and the team should be compensated  
for time spent coordinating with the artist.

Prior to selecting an artist, Metro Public Art 
works with its partners to establish a scope of  
work for the artist and shared set of goals for  
the artwork. The scope of work determines the 
parameters for the project, and the goals become  
a benchmark for selecting artists, reviewing design 
proposals, and evaluating the resulting project.

Selecting the right artist is key to a successful 
Percent for Art Project. Artists should 
demonstrate that they have the skills the project 
requires, such as working at a similar scale with 
permanent materials, managing large budgets and 
complex timelines, coordinating with architects 
and contractors, and interfacing with community 
stakeholders. The artist’s scope of work and the 
goals for the project will help determine what skill 
sets are most needed for any given project.

Finally, a successful Percent for Art Project 
requires a public art budget that is aligned with 
the scale, scope of work and goals for the project, 
as well as a timeline that allows for successful 
integration of the artwork.

Needle Transit Shelter, David Dahlquist, Nashville, TN
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PUBLIC ART RESIDENCY
A Public Art Residency involves embedding  
an artist in an organization or a location for  
a fixed period of time with the expectation that 
the artist will create a public art project that 
he or she conceives of based on research and 
exploration conducted during the residency.

Typically, a Public Art Residency has goals attached 
to it, and usually there is an expectation that  
some sort of project or deliverable will be created, 
shaped by the process of the residency. Examples  
of residencies include artists who are embedded  
in city agencies or facilities, neighborhood-based 
service or planning organizations, and master 
planning processes.

In a Public Art Residency, the artist is provided 
with support and resources, such as a stipend,  
a work and/or living space, materials and 
interaction with other artists, design professionals 
and communities.

A Public Art Residency differs in several ways  
from other processes of engaging an artist in  
a public art project. Artists are selected based on 
their qualifications and on the general interest they 
show in a project; they are not selected on the basis 
of a design proposal. The residency format provides 
a robust framework for front-end artist research, 
engagement and creative exploration. And the 
residency is grounded within an organization or 
place, drawing from resources in that place and 
impacting that organization or place.

How does a Public Art Residency  
support the Metro Public Art vision?

• Stronger Public Art Ecosystem:  
Non-traditional public artists can be selected.

• Deeper Cultural and Civic Participation:  
Artists can develop a working methodology 
that involves co-creation with community 
members and encourages authentic 
community voices to come through.

• Vibrant, Creative Places; Vital Public Realm: 
Artists can develop a project through  
an in-depth, research-based process with 
ample time and access to a broad base of 
stakeholders. Artists can explore how art can 
express meaning about a community’s identity 
and purpose and contribute to public spaces 
and infrastructure that feel accessible to 
everyone and are shared by all.

When is it the right tool? 

When Metro Public Art and its partners  
have an interest in:

• Entering into a long-term partnership with 
another Metro agency and/or neighborhood, 
with an openness to what projects will 
ultimately emerge,

• Providing a supported opportunity for artists 
to work with neighborhoods, organizations and 
places they might not otherwise have access to, 
or

• Providing artists with the opportunity to 
develop projects that do not emerge through 
the typical capital development process.

How is it funded?

• One-percent funds (when the residency results 
in a permanent artwork)

• General Fund, Grants or Partnerships (when 
the residency results in temporary artwork)
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or organization may also need to dedicate staff  
time to meeting with the artist and facilitating their 
engagement with various stakeholders.

The partnering agency or organization may also  
be asked to provide work space for the artist. This 
could be as simple as a desk or could include studio 
work space, depending on the nature of the project.

In practice, a Public Artist Residencies come  
with a variety of different time frames, from a week 
to years. In setting up a residency, it is important  
to consider giving an artist enough time to immerse 
themselves in the residency, for the stakeholders  
to interact with the artist and for the artist to 
conceptualize and generate the necessary work. 

Public Art Residency Outputs
A Public Artist Residency generally comes  
with the expectation of specific outputs. These  
are typically the research, design and installation 
phases for the implementation of a temporary 
artwork or permanent public art installation.  
A residency could also be structured as part  
of the community engagement and/or research 
phase for a planning process.

Making it Work
Public Artist Residencies require a durable 
partnership with an agency or an organization  
that provides input into the goals of the residency 
and has the resources to support the presence  
and work of an artist. To be successful, there  
must be clear and shared expectations among  
all partners about the goals, process and outcome 
of the residency and about who is contributing 
what resources.

Metro Public Art will provide support to  
manage the artist’s work during the residency  
and to manage any project that comes out of  
the residency, however the partnering agency  

Case Study
City Artist, St. Paul, Minnesota

Since 2005, Public Art Saint Paul’s (PASP) 
City Artist program has created artist 
residencies in various City of Saint Paul 
departments and agencies. Through a deeper 
understanding of City government and an 
opportunity to collaborate on City programs 
and initiatives, artists are creating a new 
artistic, social and civic practice. Artists  
advise on major city initiatives and lead their 
own artistic and curatorial projects and have 
dedicated workspace within the Department  
of Public Works so they can freely collaborate 
across city agencies. Resulting projects include 
Everyday Poems for City Sidewalks, which has 
installed more than 750 poems in sidewalks 

as part of the annual sidewalk maintenance 
program since 2008, and Pop Up Meeting, 
which uses an artistically retrofitted City  
truck to increase diversity and participation  
in St. Paul’s urban planning processes. By 
situating artists within the city government,  
St. Paul capitalizes on artists’ thoughts  
and processes at pivotal points in planning 
processes, rather than trying to blend art  
into pre-existing plans. These residencies  
allow artists to identify opportunities  
to create interventions throughout the  
city. The program is funded through the  
City’s public art ordinance and multiple 
private sources. 

Everyday Poems for City Sidewalks, Marcus Young,  
St. Paul, MN. Poem by Pat Owen
Photo courtesy Public Art Saint Paul and Mike Hazard
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COMMUNITY-BASED ART STUDIO
A Community-Based Art Studio is a 
dedicated space located in a neighborhood 
that provides a base for artists to work  
on projects and engage with the public. 

Community-based art studios provide flexible 
platforms for artists to work and for community 
engagement to occur over time, giving artists and 
communities a better opportunity to identify ways 
to collaborate over shared interests. The studio 
itself can become part of the social and creative 
fabric of the community. 

A Community-Based Art Studio is different  
from other public art tools in that it is a space  
that serves as an ongoing platform for artist and 
community engagement. It is organized around  
a program concept, rather than the delivery of  
a specific project. It can be used by multiple artists 
at one time or multiple artists over time. It is a 
flexible space that can be programmed to meet 
both the artists’ and the community’s needs, often 
allowing for community-initiated activities as well 
as the artists’ practice. 

A studio can be located in a stand-alone spaces 
that can be made easily accessible to the public at 
pre-arranged, posted times. They could be located 
in vacant storefronts or share space with a public 
facility (such as a library) or a community-based 
organization.

A studio generally has space for working, meeting, 
exhibiting and storing work and materials. It 
usually accommodates basic tools for art-making, 
such as printmaking, textiles, painting, assembly, 
digital media and potentially a kiln or wood-
working equipment if proper space can be secured. 
Larger sculptural work or work that involves 
external heat or fumes would have to occur in 
another space.

How does a Community-Based Art Studio 
support the Metro Public Art vision?

• Stronger Public Art Ecosystem:  
Non-traditional public artists can be selected.

• Deeper Cultural and Civic Participation:  
Artists can develop a working methodology 
that involves co-creation with community 
members and encourages authentic 
community voices to come through. Provides 
the opportunity for community-generated 
creative initiatives and projects.

When is it the right tool?

When Metro Public Art and its partners  
have an interest in:

• Entering into a long-term partnership that  
will have a sustained impact on a community, 

• Encouraging artists and communities to 
develop projects collaboratively, and/or

• Strengthening the social and creative fabric  
of a neighborhood.

How is it funded?

• One-percent funds (for permanent public 
artworks that may result from the studio)

• General Fund, Grants or Partnerships (for 
artist fees, studio space, temporary artworks)
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In addition to the artist fee, a community-based art 
studio also needs funds for ongoing operation and  
a studio or project manager. There should also be a 
pool of project funds for the artists to create artworks 
in the community. 

A studio should run for a minimum of a year, though 
several years can be useful, especially if the studio  
is part of a long-term process like a redevelopment 
project. A studio will require an “exit plan” that 
envisions how the studio will be brought to closure 
in a way that is respectful of the community that  
has invested in it, or how it will be transferred to 
leadership other than Metro Public Art.

Community-Based Art  
Studio Outputs
A Community-Based Art Studio is normally 
launched with a program in mind, though it is  
best if the specific projects and outcomes of that 
program are left open for artists to develop with 
the community. Outputs can range from cultural 
programming to classes to public artworks that  
are developed in the surrounding community.  
A community-based art studio almost always  
has a public-facing component that allows for 
scheduled and informal interaction between 
artists and the community. 

Making it Work
A Community-Based Art studio needs a space 
that is generally accessible to the public. The  
space should be outfitted, particularly with power, 
work sinks and water and equipment. Secure and 
safe work space for low-impact artistic production, 
such as printmaking, weaving, painting and 
ceramics, is useful, as is a kitchen, particularly to 
support small-scale events. There should be ample 
light to support artists’ work and the display of art. 

Case Study
Southeast by Southeast, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania

Southeast by Southeast is a neighborhood-based 
public art studio that serves Bhutanese, 
Burmese and Nepalese refugee communities 
who have been resettled in Southeast 
Philadelphia. It was initiated by two artists  
in 2012 and operates through a partnership  
of the Philadelphia Mural Arts Program, the 
City of Philadelphia Department of Behavioral 
Health and Intellectual disAbility Services, 
and Lutheran Children and Family Services. 
Its goal is to build a safe and supportive 
community space for immigrant and refugee 
families to gain access to important social 
services, and lend their voices to public art 
projects planned for the neighborhood.

Southeast by Southeast has resulted in 
numerous public art projects. Community 
members have taken ownership of the studio, 
which is busy nearly every day with numerous 
events such as cultural food nights, sari-
making classes and fashion shows, day care, 
ESL classes, and art therapy and art classes. 
The studio has also served as a base for guest 
artists. Southeast by Southeast has become an 
ongoing, multifaceted platform for the creative 
voice of refugees from Southeast Asia, and has 
connected participants to numerous resources, 
from social services to business development 
to nutritional guidance. 

Southeast by Southeast. Lead artist Shira Walinsky 
Photo Steve Weinik © Philadelphia Mural Arts Advocates
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ON A PLANNING TEAM

Artist Involvement on a Planning Team 
occurs when artists are contracted to 
participate in or lead planning projects 
undertaken by Metro Public Art or other 
agencies in Metro government.

An artist can be a valuable member of a planning 
team. Artists can be included effectively in a wide 
variety of planning processes. Examples include:

• Plans for infrastructure systems such as transit, 
water, electric utilities, parks and streetscapes.

• Plans for specific areas and facilities, such as 
downtowns, arenas, trails, campuses, airports 
and streetscapes.

• Public art master plans at the scale of a city, 
area or department.

The goals of these plans vary widely, from  
long-term visioning processes to schematic  
master plans that are focused on implementation. 
The artist’s scope of work and involvement with 
the planning process will depend on what the plan 
is trying to accomplish.

Artist Involvement in  
Planning Team Outputs
An artist’s role in a planning process might 
include one or more of the following:

Creative Conceptualization. Artists are asked to 
participate in the creative outputs of the planning 
process. This might mean helping to create an 
overall paradigm or theme for a plan or to identify 
locations or strategies for specific public art 
projects.

Public Engagement and Research. Artists are asked 
to design, facilitate, document and interpret the 
public process component of a planning process. 

How does Artist Involvement on a 
Planning Team support the Metro Public 
Art vision?

Vibrant, Creative Places; Vital Public Realm:  
Brings creativity to planning process. Ensures 
that artwork is integrated into the overall 
programming and design of Nashville’s 
neighborhoods and public spaces.

When it is the right tool?

• Bringing creative thinking to the visioning 
component of a planning process,

• Developing innovative public engagement 
practices for a planning process,

• Elevating the visibility of a planning process, 
or

• Bringing a specific area of expertise to project 
recommendations and technical 
considerations in a public art planning process.

How is it funded?

• Capital Improvement Budget (if the planning 
process is funded through the CIB and there  
is a budget for an artist on the planning team)

• One-percent funds (if the planning process  
is directly related to a Capital Project but the 
planning process is not funded in the CIB)

• General Fund, Grants or Partnerships (if the 
planning process is not directly related to a 
Capital Project)
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the artist uses should not be specified, as this is 
part of the value that an artist brings to a planning 
process. Metro Public Art should be involved  
in developing the scope of work for the artist 
involvement, and determining if this scope would 
best be fulfilled by an artist or if it would be better 
handled by a public art planner or curator. 

Metro Public Art can either lead the selection  
of the artist or advise on the selection. Any artist 
recruited to work on a planning team should  
have basic experience working on a public project; 
an understanding of public planning, design, 
construction and engagement processes, and 
experience specific to the plan and the scope  
of work. 

Artists can also be asked to contribute their  
own research approaches to help identify assets 
and needs in a community.

Demonstration Project. Artists are asked to create 
an artwork while the planning process is under-
way, as a way to engage people and demonstrate 
what some of the outcomes of the plan might be.

Technical Guidance. Artists are asked to focus on 
the technical recommendations for plans that will 
result in the commissioning of public art. This is 
particularly useful in infrastructure plans, where 
an artist on the planning team can assess the 
feasibility of integrating other artists’ work into 
different components of the project. 

Making it Work
Artist Involvement on a Planning Team requires 
willing partners, including collaborating Metro 
agencies and additional members of the planning 
team, who understand and support the role of  
the artist.

An artist who is engaged in a planning process 
should be given clear expectations, just as any 
consultant would be. This should include a scope 
of work and deliverables, however, the approach 

Case Study
Central 14th Street ArtPlace,  
Washington, DC

In 2012, the District of Columbia Office of 
Planning (DCOP) engaged interdisciplinary 
art and design studio Rebar Group to produce 
a series of designs, events and activities that 
engaged the community in generating new 
ideas for public spaces as part of a planning 
process for the Central 14th Street NW 
corridor. Their work was supported by the  
DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities 
and a national ArtPlace grant. Rebar created 
three actions and events over the course of  
a summer, working in close collaboration  
with the 14th Street Uptown Business 

Association: a plaza mock-up that tested 
spatial ideas for a future permanent plaza;  
a Street Furniture Design-Build workshop  
that developed ideas that emerged from  
a community charrette into a set of unique 
furnishings for local businesses; and an  
Art Food and Culture Crawl that brought 
neighborhood restaurants, artists, musicians, 
and community out into the street for an 
evening feast of culture. Elements of Rebar’s 
work were featured in the DC Commission on 
the Arts and Humanities’ 5×5 curated public 
art exhibition.

Central 14th Street ArtPlace, Rebar Group, Washington, DC 
Photo courtesy Rebar Group
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A Curated Public Art Exhibition is a group  
of permanent or temporary public art 
projects presented in an exhibition format 
that all respond to a specific curatorial theme 
or prompt. 

A Curated Public Art Exhibition can explore  
and draw attention to issues and ideas with which 
other Metro departments or community partners 
are grappling. Curatorial themes or prompts  
can grow out of collaborations with other Metro 
departments and/or community partners to 
explore an issue or idea that supports the vision 
and forwards the goals of all partners. 

The exhibitions can be structured to result in 
permanent work, temporary installations, or a 
combination of both. Exhibitions can be staged 
annually or as funding is available.

A Curated Public Art Exhibition differs from 
other public art processes in that it allows artists 
more freedom to develop their own ideas for  
sites. In cases where the work is temporary, it  
also allows artists to create work that is more 
ephemeral, performative and/or topical. 

The process for selecting artists also differs  
in that it asks artists to put forward ideas (not 
designs) that they would like to explore for their 
work, making the evaluation and selection of 
artists based on both their overall portfolio and 
how well their ideas align with the curatorial focus 
of the exhibition. Artists can then take more time 
in the design development process to do research, 
engage with stakeholders and do the work 
necessary to create a meaningful, site-specific 
piece.

CURATED PUBLIC ART EXHIBITION

How does a Curated Public Art Exhibition 
support the Metro Public Art vision?

• Stronger Public Art Ecosystem: Appeals to  
artists that are compelled by the topic or  
focus area because it aligns with their own 
practice and/or their work in the community. 
Smaller budgets or temporary projects may be 
appealing and more accessible to local artists 
new to public art. 

• Deeper Cultural and Civic Participation:  
Can be an exciting way to draw attention  
to a particular issue or idea of importance  
to Nashville, and to connect with groups not 
generally engaged with public or visual art.

• Vibrant, Creative Places: Can be structured to 
support placemaking or other neighborhood 
goals.

• Vital Public Realm: Can be structured to 
demonstrate approaches to developing a better 
public realm.

When it is the right tool?

When Metro Public Art and its partners have 
an interest in:

• Responding to a specific issue or concern  
that the Nashville community as a whole  
or a specific community within Nashville  
is addressing,

• Creating work for a specific place, system of 
places, or element of Metro’s infrastructure 
that is in transition or holds particular 
significance to the community, or,

• Marking a particular moment in time, such  
as an important anniversary or an important 
current event.

How is it funded?

• One-percent funds (for permanent projects)

• General Fund, Grants or Partnerships  
(for temporary projects)
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Making it Work 
Partnerships with other Metro departments,  
other public agencies and/or community-based 
organizations can strengthen the impact of the 
exhibitions. Partners can collaborate with Metro 
Public Art to establish the goals and curatorial  
focus of the exhibition; provide access to sites, 
stakeholders and other resources to support the 
installation; and collaborate on ways to engage 
people with the exhibition. 

Artists can be selected through the Percent for Art 
commissioning process or through a curatorial 
process, where a curator is selected who then 
recommends artists and art works for the exhibition.

Additional staff resources beyond that usually 
needed to commission a public art project may be 
needed to work with the artist to finalize the siting 
and get all necessary site permissions.

Curated Public Art  
Exhibition Outputs
As with a typical public art process, artists are 
expected to develop conceptual and final designs 
of their concepts for approval, and they are 
responsible for the fabrication and installation of 
their work. For temporary installations, artists are 
also responsible for de-installation and restoration 
of the site to its original condition.

The duration of the work and its relationship to 
the community and to the site are outlined in the 
Call to Artists for each exhibition and can vary 
from exhibition to exhibition.

Case Study
5×5, Washington, DC

5×5 was a Curated Public Art Exhibition 
hosted by the DC CREATES! Public Art 
Program of the DC Commission on Arts and 
Humanities (DCCAH). The first iteration of 
5×5 was installed for five weeks in the spring 
of 2012, concurrent with the National Cherry 
Blossom Festival. Five curators were asked  
to each select five artists or artist teams to 
collectively create a 25-piece installation of 
artworks throughout public spaces in DC. A 
second 5×5 festival was installed in the fall of 
2014, and again five curators were tasked with 
selecting artists to create work to span the city. 

For each festival, diverse sites were chosen, as 
the primary goals of 5×5 were to bring public 
art projects to Washington, DC neighbor- 
hoods and commercial areas beyond the 
“monumental core” frequented by most DC 
visitors, encourage tourism throughout the 
City and encourage an exploration by artists  
of the richness of the city. Projects investigated 
a variety of issues relevant to DC, selected by 
the curators and artists, such as environmental 
concerns, historical issues, displacement of 
residents, national security and more. Both 
exhibitions were funded by DCCAH.

Migration, Cameron Hockenson, Washington, DC 
Part of Nonuments, curated by Lance Fung, organized  
by Fung Collaboratives. Photo courtesy Lance Fung


